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SUCCESSIVE APPROXIMATIONS IN ORDERED VECTOR
SPACES AND GLOBAL SOLUTIONS OF NONLINEAR

VOLTERRA INTEGRAL EQUATIONS

BY

TERRENCE S. McDERMOTT

Abstract. Conditions are found under which a nonlinear operator in an ordered

topological vector space will have a fixed point. This result is applied to study a non-

linear Volterra integral operator in the space of continuous, real valued functions on

[0, oo) equipped with the topology of uniform convergence on compact subsets. Two

theorems on the global existence of solutions to the related Volterra integral equation

as limits of successive approximations are proved in this manner.

Introduction. In the first section of this paper, we establish conditions under

which an operator equation Fx=x in a partially ordered topological vector space,

X, will have a solution, unique in a certain class, as a limit of successive approxima-

tions. The conditions involve a related operator, G, for which certain inequalities

hold, guaranteeing F is contractive in an appropriate space.

The second and third sections are given over to two examples in which this

general method is applied to establish existence of global solutions for the scalar

nonlinear Volterra integral equation

(0.1) x(t) = y(t) +j kit, s)f(s, x(s)) ds,

where X will be the space of continuous functions on [0, oo) under its natural

ordering.

In the example of §1, the related operator, G, is effectively linear, while /of (0.1)

is required to satisfy a loose local Lipschitz condition similar to the type considered

by Miller and Sell [7]. The example to which §2 is devoted involves a nonlinear G,

and the Lipschitz condition is replaced by a condition of the form

\f(t,Xl)-f{t,x2)\ ú 9>(0<£(l*i-*2p

where tj> is continuous, monotone increasing, and j£ (l/i//(x)) dx= +<x> for some

a:>o.
The work in this article relates to some earlier work as follows. The underlying

method is related in concept to the works of Corduneanu [2], [3], Lakshmikantham
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and Léela [4, Chapter 5], and the author [6]. The criterion obtained in §2 is related

to, but in certain respects less restrictive than, that given by A. Strauss [10]. The

results of §3 are, in special cases, related to some results of Nohel [8].

1. A fixed point theorem. In this section, X is a partially ordered, real, Haus-

dorff linear topological space in which the symmetric order-closed intervals

[—x0, x0]={xe X : -x0 = * = *o} are bounded and sequentially closed. The real

numbers will be denoted by R, the null vector of X by 9.

Theorem 1.1. Let X be sequentially complete and F: X^> X a sequentially con-

tinuous mapping such that, for some x1^d, F([—xlt *i])c[ — x1} xj. Suppose

G: X^- X is a mapping satisfying

(a) G(x)^6VxeX.

(b)G([-x,x])^[d,G(x)].

(c) 3m, 0<mè2, such thatO^X^m^ G(Xx)SÁG(x).

(d) Vx,ye[-xuXí], -G(x-y)^F(x)-F(y)âG(x-y).

(e) 3*2 2:0 satisfying the inequalities (l/8)G(x2)^x2, (2¡m)x1 ^ x2 for some 8,

0<S<1.

Then the equation x = F(x) has one and only one solution in [ —x1; jq].

Proof. First, notice from (e) that x1^{m/2)x2 and that, consequently, [—xu xx]

c [—(m¡2)x2, (m¡2)x2]. Let X2 be the subspace of X spanned by [—x2, x2] equipped

with the norm (since [ — x2, x2] is bounded, balanced and convex)

||x||2 = inf {A > 0 : x e [ — Xx2, Ax2]},       x e X2.

If x, y are in [—xu xx], then (x—y) e [—mx2, mx2\. Hence \x—y\\2^m. Let

0< A<¡m, then, using (a), (b), (c), and (d), if (x—y) e [ — Xx2, Xx2], we have

-AG(x2) ^ -G(Ax2) ^ -G(x-y) à F(x)-F(y) á G(x-y) á G(\x2) ï \G(x2).

Consequently, since G(x2) á 8x2,

\\F(x)-F(y)\\2 ¿ o\\x-y\\2   for all x, y s [-xu jcj.

The usual argument shows that the sequence

x0 = F(6) e [-xu Xx],       xn = F(xn.1),       n £ 1,

is Cauchy with respect to || • ||2. By hypothesis, the sequence lies in [—xlt Xj]. Since

[—Xu Xx] is bounded in X, xn is therefore Cauchy in the topology of X, hence con-

verges by the sequential completeness of X to some point x0. Since .Fis sequentially

continuous, and [ — xu xj is sequentially closed, we are finished except for unique-

ness in [—Xu Xj], which follows by the standard argument.

Theorem 1.2. Suppose G: X-> X satisfies conditions (a) and(b) of Theorem 1.1

and F:X^X satisfies -G(x)¿F(x)-F(6)^G(x) for all x e X. Then, if the

inequality x3 + G(x) ^ x has a solution x=x^ 0 for some x3 2j 6 with — x3^F(9)^ x3,

F- [~Xi, x{] -> [—Xu x¡].
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Proof. - G(x) S F(x) -F(ff)£ G(x). Hence, - G(x) + F(8)^ Fix) ^ G(x) + F(0).

If — Xi^x^Xi, then Gix)¿Gix1) by (b). Therefore

-Xl£ -G(Xl)-x3 ú -G(Xl)+F(e) í F(x) Ú G(x0+F(9) é G(x1)+Xa â xt.

2. In this section, we shall be concerned with functions that are locally L2 or that

are locally L2 kernels (see Smithies [9]). In the way of notation, the norms of

L2[0, t] and L2([0, t] x [0, t]) will be denoted by ||-||t and || • ||ixt respectively.

C(R+) will denote the vector space of continuous functions on [0, oo) with values

in R under the topology of uniform convergence on compact subsets, where R

denotes the real numbers, and R+ ={x e R : x^O}. If x, y e C(R+) we may write

x^y instead of x(t)~èy(t), t e R+.

Definition 2.1. A function g : R+ -> R will be called locally L2-compatible with

k: R+ xR+ ^ Rif gis measurable and

(2.1) V7/>0, kit, s)g{s) is an L2 kernel on [0, T] x [0, T].

(2.2) Vr>0, linw }T0 [(k(t, s)-k(T, s)Ms)]2 ds=0.

Lemma 2.1. If g is locally L2-compatible with k, then

(2.3) sup ¡kit, -)gi-)\\t < co.

Proof. The proof follows by observing that (2.2) implies that the map

t M» kit, -)g(-) from [0, T] into L2[0, T] is continuous, while [0, T] is compact and

¡Ht, -M-nawkit, -)gi-)\\T if tzT.

Theorem 2.1. Let g:R+-+R be locally L2-compatible with k and suppose

y e CiR+) is nonnegative. Then, the linear integral equation

(2.4) xit)-yit) = £ |*0, s)gis)\x(s) ds

has a unique nonnegative solution in C(i?+).

Proof. Let H denote the integral operator defined by the right-hand side of

(2.4). It suffices to show that x—y=Hx has a unique continuous solution on

[0, T] for arbitrary 7'>0. The L2 theory for linear Volterra integral equations

guarantees on [0, T] (see Smithies [9]) that the unique solution of (2.4) in L2[0, T]

can be written

(2.5) x = y+ % H»y,
n = l

where Hn is the nth iterate of H, and that the kernel Kn of Hn satisfies

(2.6) \K„is, 01 â i\\kit,s)gis)\\rx1Tl((n-lV.)ll2)k1it)k2is),

where

(2.7) k¿t) = [[' \kit, s)gis)\2 *] m = ¡kit, -)«(-)It
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and

(2.8) k2(s) = [js \k(t,s)g(s)\2dt\    .

The solution x is continuous, since H: C(R+) -> C(R+) and the convergence of

(2.5) is uniform on each [0, T]. The first assertion follows from the fact that if

x e C(R+) and t0 e R+ then

\Hx(t)-Hx(t0)\ Í \\k(t, -M-)-k(t0, •M-)I|Í1„,2W|Í1„,2 + \k(t, s)g(s)\x(s) ds
Jt0

The first term will be small by (2.2) if \t-t0\ is sufficiently small. If t<t0 + e = t1,

e>0, then

ft r ft -i 1/2 r ,»i ii/2

\k(t,s)g(s)\x(s)ds   ^ \k(t,s)g(s)\2ds\ \x(s)\2ds\
Jto Uto J      Ui0 J

which tends to 0 as t -»10. Thus H: C(R+)-^ C(R+). That the convergence of

(2.4) is uniform on [0, T] follows by the Weierstrass M-test, since for all t g T,

\H*y(t)\ ú £ \Kn(s, 0| \y(s)\ ds ¿ (ff^t l*i«l [ 1*^)1 1^)1 *>

and, by Lemma 2.1, 3M>0 such that \ki(t)\^M for i^J. Hence, using the

Cauchy-Schwartz inequality,

\Hny(t)\ Ú M\\Kn\\yx\\\y\\mn-\)\y>2.

Theorem 2.2. Let f:R+xR^R be measurable and suppose there exists a

function, <p, locally L2-compatible with k: R+ xR+ -> R such that

(2.9) \f(t, x)\ í <p(t)\x\.

Then, the operator F defined on C{R+) by

(2.10) Fx(t)= ( k(t,s)f(s,x(s))ds+y(t),       x e C(R + ),

takes its values Fx in C(R+).

Proof. That Fx is defined follows from the measurability of / and k and the

integrability of k(t, s)q>(s)\x(s)\ for each /. The proof that Fx is in C(R+) is similar

to that for Hx in Theorem 2.1.

Theorem 2.3. Let the hypotheses and notation of Theorem 2.2 hold. If, in addition,

for each pair S>0, T>0 there exists a function mST: R+ -> R that is locally L2-

compatible with k such that

(2.11) |/(í,*i)-/(í,*2)| ^ mST(t)\Xl-x2\

for all t e [0, T], xu x2 e [-S, S], then F: C(R+) -> C(R+) is continuous.
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Proof. Let x0 e C(Ä+). For any jc e C(i?+),

61

\Fxit)-Fx0it)\ = £fc(r,í)[/(í,x(í))-/(í,Xo(í))]ífe

| kit, s)mSTis) | | xis) - x0is) \ ds

|' |fc(i,5)msr(i)|aifel1![£ \xis)-x0is)\2ds
1/2

for any given 5>0, r>0. Fix T>0 arbitrarily and let S=T. If e>0, and

sup   |x(0-*o(0[ < E    T SUP   I     ¡kit, s)mTTis)\2 ds)     >
osíst / L    ogísr \Jo /    J

\Fx(t) — Fx0(t)\ <e. We have used, again, Lemma 2.1.

Theorem 2.4. Let the notation and hypotheses of Theorems 2.2 and 2.3 hold.

Then there exists one and only one solution x* e C(Ä + ) of the equation (0.1). Further,

x* is the limit in C(/? + ) of the sequence of successive approximations xn+1=Fx„,

xo=0.

Proof. Condition (2.9) implies/(r, 0) = 0. Hence F6=y. Choose x3 e C(/?+) such

that 0^\yit)\^x3it), t e R+. Let H be the operator defined in Theorem 2.2, and

define H1x = Hi\x\). It is easy to see that

(i) HlX^6 and H1:[-x,x]-+ [0, HlX] Vx e C(Ä+).

(ii) {Fx-FßleHj.x.
(iii) The equation x3 + Hx=x has a solution x1 e CiR+) with 0^Xi and hence

A" 3 ~r tlX± = A*i.

By Theorem 1.2, F:[—xi,xx]->[—xi,x^\. Now, for each «äl set 5(«)

= suposiSn |a"i0)|- Consider the sequence of functions mSMn determined by the hy-

pothesis stated in Theorem 2.3 with S=Sin), T=n. Define

mit) = mS{n)nit)   for n-l^t<n, n = 1, 2, 3,....

By the properties of the functions mS{n)n, it is immediate that mit) is locally In-

compatible with k. Moreover, if x', x" e[ — xu xj, then

I/O, *'0))-/0, x\t))\ Ú m0)|*'0)-*"0)l       Vf e R\

Let kit,s) = i\¡8)kit,s) for some 8, 0< S< 1. Then, applying Theorem 2.1, with

g = m and * = *, we see that there is a unique x2 e CiR+) with x2^0 satisfying

1 f
*i(0+g I    |*0, *)»»(j)| l*a(*)| * = *a(j).

Let G: CiR+) -» C(i?+) be the operator defined by

Gx(t) =      \k(t, s)m(s)\ \x(s)\ ds.
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Conditions (a), (b), (c) (with m = 2), and (e) of Theorem 1.1 hold for G, xlt x2 and

x3 found above. That condition (d) holds follows from

\Fx(t)-Fy(t)\ Z j'o \k(t,s)m(s)\ \x(s)-y(s)\ ds = G(x-y)(t)

for all x, jin [ — xlt xj. An application of Theorem 1.1 yields a solution x* e C(R+)

for (0.1) unique in [ — xu xj. That it is unique in C(R+) is seen by observing that

if x** were a second solution, then x3 could be chosen initially so that x3 >: |x**| >: 6.

In this case, then, x** would lie in [ — xlt xj as determined above, which then would

result in a contradiction.

3. In the example of this section, we will not require that / satisfy a Lipschitz

condition, but rather one similar to one considered by Nohel [8]. We will need a

lemma.

Lemma 3.1. Let h(t)^l, <p(i)=Sl be continuously differentiable on R+ with

//'(0 = 0- Let i/t be continuous, monotone nondecreasing on R*, and for some K>0,

assume <p(x) > 0 for x^K. Then, if i/i(x) 2; x and

fœ   1
(3.1) TT^dx = +c°.

Jk <A(x)

there exists Xi e C(R+) such that

(3.2) h(t)+h(t) f ' rtsW^s)) ds í Xl(t).
Jo

Proof. We define Xi through the equation

<33)    ^•')=r¿j"í-i'[i+i <p(s)h(s) ds = 0,

where i/>:max{//(0), K). That a unique solution x=x1(t) is defined for t^O is

clear from (3.3) and the fact that i/>(x) >0,x^H. Since dL/dx = 1 ¡>/i(x) > 0, an appli-

cation of the local Implicit Function Theorem to the equation L(x, t) = 0 at

(xi(i), 0 yields a unique, continuously differentiable solution in a neighborhood

of t. Since it must coincide with xu Xi is a continuously differentiable function.

Differentiating (3.3),

(3.4) x'(t)lñxi(t)) = [i+hV)IKt)]KtM0.

Let w(/) = x1(i)//i(0- !tis easy to show u'(t)^u(t). Indeed,

"'(0 = (A(0)-a[*í(')A(0-A'(í)*i(0]

= W0)-2[-A(*i(0)(i +hV)IKt))(h(t))Mt)-h\t)x1(t)]

z >KKt)u(t))+imtXt))-u(t)][h\t)/h(t)],
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using the fact that <p(t) ̂ 1 for the last inequality. Since </> is monotone and <p(x) ̂ x,

and A(0= 1 while /¡'(OSO, the last expression leads to

w'O) ̂  hit)uit) + [hit)uit)-uit)]h'it)lhit) ^ hit)uit) 2; uit).

We can now write

„yaBÍUiI - u'it)h'it) + hjt)u'it)     uit)h'it)+hjt)u'it)
"WU0)+J hit)       =      hit)

[ujt)hjt)Y _ x\(t) _ [i+A'0)/*0)M*iOMQy(0
=   hit)     hit) hit)

Dividing, we have «'(/) è^CxiiOMO- Integrating, «0)^w(0) + j"o ̂ (x^s))^) ds.

Recalling the definition of u,

*i0) = h(t)^+h(t)jj(Xl(s))<p(s)ds

^h(t) + h(t)Ç^(Xl(s))9(s)ds.
Jo

Theorem 3.1. Let h, q>, *l> and xx be as in the statement of Lemma 3.1. Suppose

f: R+ x R-> R, k: R+ x R+ -» R and </. satisfy

(3.5) (a) 38, 0< S< 1, with [kit, s)\ú8h(t), s^O,

(3.6) (b) I/O,x)-fit,y)\ZriMilx-yl),
(3.7) (c) 3m, 0 < m Ú 2 such that </<(A/) ^ A./-0) // 0 < A g m,

for t^O and all x, y in R. Ifk is measurable, f continuous, and fit, 0) = 0, then (0.1)

has a unique solution x* e C(R+), (in fact x* e [ — (ml2)xlt (m/2)x1]), for each

y e C(R+) satisfying \y(t)\ f¿mh(t)/2, t e R + . Moreover the solution is the limit in

C(R+) of the sequence of successive approximations xo = 0, xn = F(xn-1), n^l, F

defined by (2.10).

Proof. That, under the conditions of the theorem, F: C(R + )^» C(R+) con-

tinuously is easy to verify. Let x1 = (mj2)x1. F: [ — xu xx] -> [ — xu xx]. For, if

G: C(R+) -> C(R+) is defined by

Gx(t) = Ço\k(t,s)<p(sM\x(s)\)ds,

then G satisfies (a) and (b) of Theorem 1.1 and, clearly, \Fx—F6\ t¡Gx. Moreover,

letting x3(t) = mh(t)¡2,

(3.8) x3 + G(mxx¡2) g mxi/2

by Lemma 3.1, noting that (c) of Theorem 1.1 holds by the homogeneity restriction

on i/i. By Theorem 1.2, we see F: [-(m/2)x1, (m/2)x1] -> [-(m¡2)xu (mß)x1]. Let

x2=x12ï(2/m)x1. Then, we see easily, Gx2 = Gx1^8x1 = 8x2. Therefore, (l/8)Gx2

^x2. Since (d) of Theorem 1.1 follows easily from (3.6), an application ofthat

theorem yields a solution x* e C(R+), unique in [—(m¡2)x1, (m¡2)x1]. That x* is
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unique in C(R+) can be seen as follows. Suppose x** is a second solution in

C(R+). In this case, we could choose (m/2)h(t) >j max {(1/8)|Â:(/, í)|, |y(j)\, |x**(i)|}.

Since, then, (3.8) implies (m¡2)x1(t)^x3{t) = (m¡2)h{t)^\x**{t)\, we have a con-

tradiction to the uniqueness of the solution x* in [-(m¡2)xu (m¡2)x1] obtained by

successive approximations.

Remark 3.1. While the condition (3.7) is a little unusual, it does include func-

tions of the form <¡j(x)=x<p(x) where <p is monotone increasing on [0, oo) with

m—\. For example </i(x) = x In (1 +x) + x satisfies all the conditions of the theorem.

Notice also that/(i, x) need not, then, be 0(|x|) as was assumed in §2.

Remark 3.2. If h(t) is bounded by a constant, say H, the proof of Lemma 3.1

can be simplified considerably. In fact, if Xj(i) is defined by

/•«iff)   i rt

then x1(t) = [x1(t)h(t)]¡H satisfies the conclusion of Lemma 3.1. Notice that if q> is

integrable on [0, oo), then x1 and, hence, xx are bounded. This will result, then,

through Theorem 3.1, in the assertion that there is a unique solution of (0.1) in

C(R+), and that solution is bounded.
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